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A Novel Long-Span Traffic Predictor for
Real-Time VBR Videos via ρ-Domain Rate Model

Chu-Chuan Lee and Pao-Chi Chang, Member, IEEE

Abstract— To predict the traffic of frames that may be far from
the current frame, this letter extends the use of the ρ-domain
rate model from macroblock-based source rate control to frame-
based long-span traffic prediction. Moreover, this work enhances
the linearity and convergence speed of ρ-domain frame-based
rate function by adding a parameter that is the number of non-
zero motion vectors. Simulation results reveal that the proposed
predictor can significantly lower the prediction error compared
with two conventional LMS methods. More importantly, the
process of the proposed predictor is unique but simple for
different video contents and prediction spans.

Index Terms— Real-time videos, traffic prediction, source rate
control.

I. INTRODUCTION

VARIABLE Bit Rate (VBR) video is extremely vulner-
able against packet losses due to the decoding error

propagation. From the viewpoint of resource management, an
online traffic smoothing mechanism can effectively increase
the bandwidth utilization and thus reduce video packet losses,
if sufficient and accurate video traffic prediction results are
timely sent to the mechanism. To predict the real-time video
traffic, Adas [1] proposed a Least Mean Square (LMS) pre-
dictor for forecasting bandwidth demands of future I-, P- and
B-frames. To simplify the Rate-Distortion analysis, He and
Mitra [2] developed a ρ-domain source rate control scheme for
video coding systems, where ρ denotes as the percentage of
zeros among quantized coefficients. To increase the bandwidth
utilization of networks, Sen et al. [3] proposed an online
traffic smoothing scheme for delivering real-time streaming
videos. From [3] it is obvious that a traffic predictor which
only predicts the traffic of the next frame is insufficient
in time for efficient online smoothing operations. Besides,
regarding the operations of LMS, the step size µ is a very
important parameter to the prediction accuracy [1]. However,
the optimal µ depends on video contents. In contrast to pre-
stored videos, it is difficult to determine timely an optimal
µ for a real-time video application. Therefore, this letter
proposes a frame-based Long-Span Predictor (ρ-LSP) for real-
time videos over networks, where the long-span means that
predicted frames may be far from the current frame in time.
ρ-LSP effectively extends the use of ρ-domain rate model
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[2] from the macroblock (MB) based source rate control to
frame-based traffic prediction. Moreover, this work enhances
the linearity and convergence speed of the extended model
by adding a parameter that is the number of non-zero motion
vectors. The details of ρ-LSP are described as follows.

II. ρ - DOMAIN FRAME-BASED RATE FUNCTION

For the sake of explanation, the encoded j-th α-frame of
the i-th GOP (Group of Pictures) of a scene is denoted as
Fα

i j , where α represents one of three video frame types, e.g.,
I or P or B. Considering the Fα

i j with encoded bits Rα
i j , the

number of non-zero motion vectors is denoted as Mα
i j and the

number of non-zero quantized coefficients is denoted as Qα
i j .

Since the coding property of each frame type is different, ρ-
LSP executes independent yet identical prediction operations
for I-, P- and B-frames.

From [2], involving in the Nc MBs already encoded in the
current frame, a linear relationship with an estimated slope
θ exists between the bits used to encode these Nc MBs and
the number of non-zero quantized coefficients in these Nc

MBs. However, when this study directly extends the above
linear function from correlated spatial MBs within a frame to
correlated temporal inter-frames within a scene, the number
of non-zero quantized coefficients of a frame with low rate
is usually small. The phenomenon is particularly obvious at
B-frames or low picture complexity. In such a situation, the
linearity of the extended frame-based rate function may be
vulnerable due to insufficient non-zero quantized coefficients.
Therefore, this work adds a parameter that is the number
of non-zero motion vectors to the extended frame-based rate
function. Meanwhile, the modified estimation function of θ
for frame prediction is given by

θ̂α
i j =

i−1∑
h=1

Cα∑
m=1

Rα
h m +

j∑
m=1

Rα
i m

i−1∑
h=1

Cα∑
m=1

ρ̄α
h m +

j∑
m=1

ρ̄α
i m

, j ≤ Cα, i > 1 (1)

where Cα is the number of α-frames in a GOP. As
mentioned in (1), the slope θ̂α

i j estimated at the time instant of
Fα

i j is the cumulated bits used to encode the [(i−1) ·Cα + j ]
α-frames divided by the cumulated ρ̄α

i j in the [(i−1) ·Cα+j ]
encoded α-frames. Note that ρ̄α

i j represents the summation of
Mα

i j and Qα
i j , which is different from the definition of ρc or

ρ in [2] where only the zeros among quantized coefficients
are considered. In the initial stage, Eq. (1) is simplified to∑j

m=1 Rα
1 m �

∑j
m=1 ρ̄α

1 m when i = 1.
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Fig. 1. The θ̂B
i j value estimated at each B-frame: (a) with QB

i j only; (b)
with the summation of MB

i j and QB
i j .

Fig. 1 presents the effect of adding MB
i j to the estimation

of θ̂B
i j by three video test segments with different picture

complexities. These segments are encoded in CIF format,
where a GOP consists of 30 frames with the IBBP pattern.
To simplify the notation of horizontal axis, the B-frames
are re-numbered successively. Comparing Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)
reveals that adding MB

i j can effectively increase the linearity
and convergence speed of θ̂B

i j , especially for videos with low
complexity such as Akiyo.

III. LONG-SPAN FRAME PREDICTION

To predict the traffic of frames that are far from the current
frame, we propose the ρ-LSP that consists of two prediction
algorithms. The first algorithm considers that the current frame
Fα

i j and the predicted frame F̂α
i∗(j+w) are at the same GOP,

such that (j + w) ≤ Cα and i∗ = i. The second algorithm
considers that the current frame and the predicted frame are
at different GOPs, such that (j + w) > Cα and i∗ > i. Note
that both frames have the same type and the w represents the
prediction span. Given the estimated θ̂α

i j , ρ-LSP can predict
the bits R̂α

i∗(j+w) of F̂α
i∗(j+w) by

R̂α
i∗(j+w) = θ̂α

i j · ρ̄α
i j · χ (2)

where χ is a weighting factor to respond to the possible in-
fluence of the distance between Fα

i j and F̂α
i∗(j+w) to R̂α

i∗(j+w)

, as expressed by

χ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

i−1∑
h=1

( θ̂α
h (j+w) · βk )

i−1∑
h=1

( θ̂α
h j · βk )

, j + w ≤ Cα, i > 1

i−1∑
h=2

( θ̂α
h ((j+w) % Cα) · βk )

i−2∑
h=1

( θ̂α
h j · βk−1 )

, j + w > Cα, i > 2

(3)

TABLE I

PREDICTION PERFORMANCE OF LMS, A-LMS, AND ρ-LSP ON THE

WHOLE VIDEO SEQUENCE

where k = i − h − 1 and (j + w) %Cα is the remain-
der of dividing (j + w) by Cα. The β with power k is a
weighting factor to react to the correlation between GOPs.
As mentioned in (3), considering the (i − 1) GOPs already
encoded in the current scene, there exists (i − 1) or (i − 2)
pairs of α-frames having the same location context as the
pair of Fα

i j and F̂α
i∗(j+w), where the number of pairs depends

on the value of (j + w). In each pair mentioned above,
there exists a difference of the estimated slopes between
the two frames. Therefore, χ is determined by averaging
the differences given by these (i − 1) or (i − 2) pairs. Note
that the cumulation in the numerator of (3) begins from the
second GOP of the current scene when (j + w) > Cα, for
responding to possible influences of crossing GOP boundary
on prediction results. In the initial stage, χ is set to 1 when
[(i = 1) ∩ ((j + w) ≤ Cα)]or [(i ≤ 2) ∩ ((j + w) > Cα)].

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Two video sequences, Video-1 and Video-2, which are
constructed separately by concatenating sixteen standard test
segments with different orders, are used. The sixteen seg-
ments are Table, Container, Mobile, Salesman, Coastguard,
Paris, Singer, Claire, Akiyo, Stefan, Children, Dancer, Silent,
Foreman, Tempete and Hall monitor. Both sequences have
5160 frames in CIF format, where a GOP consists of 30
frames with IBBP pattern. We utilize an expression, i.e., PE =∑

n e2(n)�
∑

n x2(n), to represent the degree of Prediction
Error (PE), where e (n) represents the prediction error and
x (n) represents the actual encoded bits of frame n. Two
conventional methods, the LMS predictor [1] and the Adap-
tive LMS (A-LMS) predictor [4], are compared with ρ-LSP
because they provide similar capabilities of long span frame
prediction. For comparison, the optimal step sizes of LMS and
A-LMS for Video-1 and Video-2 are determined herein in the
range of 0.001 ≤ µ ≤ 2, respectively. The order of LMS and
A-LMS is set to five and the value of β in (3) is set to one.

To simplify the presentation of Table I, we translate the
prediction spans for I-, P-, and B-frames, namely wI , wP , and
wB , into a single distance parameter D, where wI = �D/30�,
wP = �9D/30�, and wB = �20D/30�. During the simulation,
this work repeats the prediction process with the span wα

whenever an α-frame is encoded. From the PE results of
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LMS and A-LMS in Table I, the use of µ = 0.006, which is
optimal for the “Star Wars” in [4], results in larger prediction
error than that of the optimal step sizes determined herein for
Video-1 and Video-2. This reveals that the optimal µ for LMS
or A-LMS obviously depends on video contents and affects
the performance. Besides, the prediction operation using LMS
or A-LMS may diverge at large D even the optimal step
sizes for Video-1 and Video-2 are found at D = 1. In other
words, the decision of the optimal µ depends on the prediction
distance. In contrast, the simulation results reveal that ρ-LSP
can significantly reduce the prediction error whether Video-1
or Video-2 is used, especially at large D. The added parameter
Mα

i j , that is the number of non-zero motion vectors, can
further increase the prediction accuracy based on the results of
the last two columns in Table I. More importantly, the process
of ρ-LSP is unique but simple for different video contents and
prediction spans in which no search of optimal parameter is
required.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed ρ-LSP effectively extends the use of ρ-domain
source rate control to long-span frame prediction. Given the

estimated slope and coding information of the current frame,
ρ-LSP can easily predict the bits of a future frame with
an arbitrary span w. More importantly, the improvement of
prediction accuracy using ρ-LSP is significant and the process
of ρ-LSP is unique but simple for different video contents and
prediction spans.
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